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I want to personally thank you for the opportunity to serve as the president of 
GHRA. One of the take aways from my time as president is learning about how 
far ahead we need to continually plan our business.  As a group of independent 
retailers in a market like this, we have been thriving and growing while competitors 
have been planning their entry into the Houston market.  I’m proud to say that we 
are positioned to compete with various offerings we have provided to members.  
Still, established brands are looking to make their mark here and we are already 
seeing the beginnings of their plans being executed.  

New locations will begin going up in our market with brand names that already 
carry an identity.  These locations will generally include the newest offerings, 
including a top-notch food operation.  GHRA was planning ahead too and you 
have a competitive offering in your prototype and Big Madre branded food service 
offering.  Food service is also a draw for female shoppers.  These shoppers look 
for modern, well-lit convenience stores to stop, eat and refuel.  Today’s modern 
store formats includes a food service offering that is appealing and offers a more 
quality food than the industry reputation of the past.   Big Madre has captured 
these sentiments in its offering. These efforts allow you to compete in this market, 
will help drive shoppers to your locations and also gives members a new revenue 
stream to mitigate any declines you may experience in cigarette sales and margins. 
As brash and big new competitors contemplate the Houston market for new 
stores, we have been thinking ahead too. We not only want to compete in this 
market but we want to send a message to those big brash competitors that we can 
dominate this market in a way that independents have never done.  That should 
be a concern they think hard about before coming here.

We are planning, now, for the future of our organization. Keep thinking ahead and 
thank you for your continued support

Dear Members,

Tajddin Momin
Thank you for your continued support,
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I’m so impressed 
by the response 
our members 

make when 
presented with 
an incentive or 
a challenge.  
Since our rebate 
announcements 
at the town hall 
meetings, our 
warehouse 
business has 

been growing. We are getting closer 
and closer to our weekly goal numbers 
and I look forward to exceeding the goal 
quickly.  We will share the more about 
our warehouse financial performance 
and a more comprehensive look at the 
organization’s financials at the annual 
general body meeting this month.   The 
meeting will be held at the Stafford center 
on March 26th, 2019… The AGBM is 

On My Mind

Bill Pitocco
CEO

important to me because you all will 
be electing the newest members of the 
Board of directors, GHRA’s leadership for 
the future!  Its important for you to attend 
because you want to be able to represent 
your opinions, thoughts and ideas about 
the future with the leadership of the 
company and ensure its aligned with the 
ideas of other members. When we are all 
moving in the same direction, we are a 
strong force! 

March is also the time of year to 
prepare yourself for the summer selling 
season.  This is a time to fix and do 
annual preventative maintenance on 
equipment that’s important to the summer 
selling season – fountain machines, ice 
machines and more.  Looking at category 
trends from last year is a good way to 
begin planning your buying needs and to 
get ahead of your competition in specific 
categories.  This year could be a break 
out year for sales if your prepared better 

than your competition. In the 17th annual 
Forecast Study of the convenience store 
industry, it shows retailers are optimistic 
about the business for 2019.  In fact, one 
quarter of the respondent to the survey 
believe 2019 will be their best year!

Lastly, a reminder about the annual 
March on Crime.  If you are doing 
business in the city of Houston, The 
Houston Police Department will be 
visiting your store during March to verify 
safety compliance and the required 
c-store registration. The main focus 
of the campaign is crime prevention 
and implementation of proactive crime 
prevention efforts and measures aimed 
at the elimination of criminal incidents, 
rather than responding to them after they 
have occurred.

Remember, members are our mission!  
Thank you for your business. 

The following is a paid advertisement
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Community

On behalf of the GHRA Board of Directors and Staff, 

I take this oppurtunity to wish you and your family a 

very blessed Navroz Mubarak! 

 

May the New Year bring you and your family 

immense happiness, peace, prosperity, unity in your 

family, good health and great success. Ameen. 

Navroz Mubarak!

Ismaili Jamatkhana and Centre, Khorog.

Regards,
 
 
President, GHRA

Tajddin Momin
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Finally, while most of your sales will 
come from your grocery and tobacco 
products, this is also an opportunity 
to realize incremental sales and profit 
dollars by merchandising novelty items, 
cellular accessories and clothing.  

Your GHRA Warehouse and Distribution 
Center is celebrating rodeo season 
with discounts on rodeo merchandise 
including a variety of cowboy hats with 
promotional costs ranging from $2.12 to 
$12.74.  Rodeo themed caps and wallets 
are also available.

The more traditional items such as 
T-shirts and sunglasses will also trend 
well.  And don’t forget cell phone and 
related accessories.  Replacement cords 
and chargers are always a high demand 
item during this month-long event.   

For additional merchandising ideas for 
the month of March, please be sure to 
check out the Warehouse Promotions 
section of the GHRA In Action Magazine.  
Enjoy the Rodeo! 

many participants and attendees have 
traveled from all parts of the United 
States.  They’ll be staying in hotels 
near the NRG and some will actually 
be staying in campers and recreational 
vehicles near the event.  They’ll need 
products and the convenience that your 
stores offer.  In addition to snacks, rodeo 
shoppers will be buying plenty of water 
and isotonic beverages during the rodeo 
time frame.  The March spanner and 
poster promotions align well with these 
needs, and will alert rodeo consumers 
that your store provides a good value on 
the products they want! 

Tobacco is a very big item for rodeo 
patrons and participants as well.  In 
particular, snuff and chewing tobacco  
will trend well during the month of March, 
especially in those stores located near 
the NRG.  But since this event is mainly 
indoors, multiple use tobacco patrons 
will be looking for the traditional tobacco 
items, along with vaping products.  Be 
sure to have adequate stock on all of  
your tobacco items to take advantage  
of this uptick.     

With the Houston Livestock 
Show and Rodeo taking place 
for nearly the entire month of 

March, you might be asking yourself 
how a convenience store retailer can 
take advantage of huge events like the 
rodeo to grow sales.  Know that GHRA 
has preplanned products to support your 
needs.  For events like the rodeo that 
go on for multiple weeks, stores that get 
a disproportionate share of incremental 
sales are stores located in zip codes 
surrounding the event.  As it relates to the 
rodeo, stores in the area surrounding the 
NRG may see a noticeable lift in sales 
on snacks, beverages, tobacco, and 
general merchandise.  But the bottom 
line is that ALL stores can benefit from 
merchandising to the rodeo shopper!  

Salty Snacks, Alternative Snacks, 
Sweet Snacks and of course Meat 
Snacks typically do very well among 
rodeo patrons.  Sales of these snacking 
items do especially well in stores 
surrounding the venue.  During the 
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo, 

Feature

Are You Ready to Rodeo?
By Debbie Briese, GHRA Procurement & Marketing Manager
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Food Service

Why Big Madre Tacos y Tortas Matters in Your 
Convenience Store

Doug Boone
GHRA Food Service Manager

There’s a 
correlation 
between 

increases in gas 
prices and electric 
car sales and a 
decrease in dollars 
spent at the pump.

So, how can you 
make up for the lost 
revenue from that 
segment of your 

business? It means you can’t just focus 
on gas anymore.

To combat these trends, you need to 
be future-focused, investing in programs 
that will help you be successful long-
term. This shift means that you need to 
place greater emphasis on foodservice 
offerings.

NACS, the Association for Convenience 
and Petroleum Retailing, indicates 
that the growth in foodservice can be 
attributed to two primary drivers: 1) more 
and more time-starved consumers want 
on-the-go meal solutions, and 2) retailers 
have found that foodservice can deliver 

new customers inside the store, and at a 
higher profit level than for items like gas.

The revenue streams for convenience 
stores are shifting, with foodservice 
providing the greatest profitability, 
followed by beverages, then tobacco. 
In fact, the margin on non-foodservice 
items in c-stores is 27 percent, while 
foodservice generates a 57 percent 
margin.

So, as you think about your 
competition, you shouldn’t just look 
across the street at another gas station, 
but start looking down the road to fast 
food restaurants, as well.

“Those that are leading the c-store 
foodservice industry segment see 
themselves as restaurants that just 
happen to sell gas,” said Ted Asprooth, 
new business development manager for 
Antunes’ convenience store segment.

You do have an obvious advantage 
over QSRs — you have a captive 
audience already visiting your stores 
to pump gas. If you can convert gas-
only customers into ones that purchase 
beverages and food from your facility, 

the impact on your businesses will be 
significant.

It’s already happening. According to a 
Technomic Retailer Meal Solutions (RMS) 
Consumer Trend Report, 62 percent of 
RMS consumers purchase prepared 
foods from c-stores – representing a 
10-point rise over the five years prior to 
the survey.

“Foodservice can serve as a 
differentiator,” said Asprooth. “Every 
store is going to offer Coca-Cola and 
M&M’s, but it’s your foodservice offering, 
especially for the breakfast daypart, that 
is critical.”

Big Madre Tacos y Tortas (GHRA 
Food Services LLC.) understands the 
market and can provide a solution to help 
capitalize on these growth and revenue 
opportunities for you. So come join us!

For more information on how you can 
become a Big Madre Tacos y Tortas 
franchisee please contact:

Doug Boone
GHRA Food Service Manager
dboone@ghraonline.com
281-295-5300 ext. 363 

The following is a paid advertisement
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Technology

Convenience store retailers have two 
challenges: meeting consumer needs and 
satisfying employee expectations.

Consumers have a myriad of venue 
choices for quick purchases that power 
them through their day or give them a 
chance to pause and refresh. As a result, 
c-store retailers are elevating the in-store 
experience on several fronts to satisfy the 
varied needs of today’s consumer. They 
are reconfiguring store layouts, 
updating decor and design and 
streamlining transactions with 
efficiency in mind. As foodservice 
grows in importance, many 
operators are also adding “stay 
awhile” amenities such as seating, 
free Wi-Fi and prepared foods.

The battle is on, and not just 
for customer traffic, but also for 
skilled and engaged employees. 
Employees not only want a well-paying job, 
but also a workplace that is friendly and 
supportive. The ongoing labor squeeze is 
adding a new set of challenges for c-stores 
to recruit, train and retain top talent.

However, an untapped opportunity 
exists that c-stores can capitalize on 
to create greater separation from other 
competitive channels to both customers 
and employees. That untapped opportunity 
is television entertainment.

With all this in mind, the question is 
this: What added value can TVs provide 
to c-stores to meet customer needs and 
employee expectations?

TVs boost foodservice sales
Although TVs are not yet widely available 

in c-stores, retailers recognize the benefit 
of the technology, especially in common 
customer areas of the store. Among 
retailers who currently have TVs, 58% say 

they create a welcoming environment for 
customers, and 52% say they encourage 
customers to stay longer and spend more, 
according to a custom survey conducted 
by Technomic in partnership with 
DIRECTV National Accounts.

TVs can also be powerful marketing 
tools for driving suggestive selling of new 
products, daily specials or rotating sales. 
Instead of printing and hanging new signs 

every couple of days or weeks, TVs can 
be used to announce sales, special offers, 
discounts and prepared food menu items, 
which can encourage more customer 
purchases.

Televisions improve employee 
perception and retention

TVs help attract, recruit and retain store 
employees. Technomic’s survey indicated 
that 55% of potential employees said 
they’d be slightly or much more likely to 
seek employment at a c-store that offered 
TVs in the customer area, and 56% of 
potential employees said they’d be slightly 
or much more likely to seek employment 
at a c-store that offered TVs in the break 
room or employee area.

As televisions provide entertainment, 
there might be some concerns that 
TVs would cause distraction among 
employees and decrease productivity. 

3 Reasons Why TVs in C-Stores Add Value
Entertainment technology elevates the guest experience and enhances 
employee work environment
Sponsored content from our partner DIRECTV National Accounts

However, c-stores may reap the benefits 
of a properly trained, satisfied employee 
who enjoys their work environment 
and is able to converse with customers 
about the latest news, weather or sports. 
This friendly rapport can result in more 
satisfied customers, whether they’re in 
and out quickly or taking a respite from 
their busy day, as the televisions provide 
entertainment and a point of connection.

Television can aide in 
employee training

Employee training usually 
follows a rigid path of classroom-
based sessions or hefty 
printed manuals, which, all too 
often, result in inattentive and 
unengaged trainees. In today’s 
technology-driven culture, 
employee training requires a 
rethink of the entire process. 

This is where TVs can play a pivotal role. 
TVs can be utilized for business-building 
initiatives such as employee training, which 
can improve selling skills, productivity and 
customer service.

For c-store retailers, the benefits of 
having televisions in the store are multifold. 
Employees may be more likely to take 
the job in the first place and are more 
engaged in training sessions that employ 
TVs instead of manuals. Plus, they’re 
more satisfied with the work environment 
once they’re on the floor. From a customer 
standpoint, televisions provide common 
ground between the shopper and the staff, 
plus they can be used to promote deals 
and specials, which can encourage more 
frequent purchases and bigger basket 
averages. When it comes to deciding 
whether to install TVs in c-stores, the 
answer is an easy one. 
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Reciprocal. When giving employee 
feedback, ask for it in return. For 
example, if you’ve delivering negative 
feedback, ask the employee how you 
can help them correct the issue. When 
praising employees, ask their opinion 
on how their exemplary actions could 
be modeled by others. Be prepared and 
open for any feedback employees have 
for you. Listen to their ideas and follow-
through on any promises you make in 
return. 

Elements of Effective Employee Feedback

One of the simplest tools you have to 
improve employee performance is right 
in front of your face – literally. It’s your 
own voice. Providing effective employee 
feedback boosts teamwork, enhances 
your credibility, and improves employee 
confidence. Here are some tips to make 
your employee feedback more effective.

Be specific. The purpose of feedback 
is to let employees know what you want 
to see more of from them. If you just say, 
“the beverage facings are wrong,” for 
example, employees won’t understand 
what you expect of them. If you’re 
specific and say something like, “Our new 
planogram required four facings of the 
new soda flavor, but there are only three,” 
you’ve given feedback employees can act 
on.

Don’t be personal. Stick to actions 
and behaviors when giving employee 
feedback. If you say, “You’re not a team 
player” to an employee, it’s likely to be 
viewed as an attack on their character. 
If you say, “When you arrive late to your 

Human Resources

By Ready Convenience  

shift, it has a negative impact 
on the rest of the team,” you’re 
making the same point without 
getting personal. This is true of 
positive employee feedback as 
well. Always focus on how an 
employee’s actions – whether 
good or bad – impact your 
entire convenience store team.

Private. Negative feedback 
should always be done 
privately. Use a one-on-one 
coaching session to correct 
behavior and realign goals. For 
positive feedback, you may think public 
celebrations are best, and they do have 
value. However, employees may gain 
more motivation from private positive 
feedback simply because you took the 
time to talk with them about it specifically.

Timely. Whether good or bad, effective 
employee feedback must be given soon 
after the actions take place. Employees 
must be able to easily connect what they 
did with what you’re talking about.

The following is a paid advertisement

For Service Call: 
Inside Houston

Tastee Kreme Ice Cream
713-290-0123
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Safety

By NACS, www.convenience.org

Victims of human trafficking can appear 
in any community or location, truck stops, 
travel centers and gas stations near 
highways tend to see frequent use by 
traffickers and their victims. Longer hours 
of operation, public restrooms and ease 
of access increase the likelihood that 
convenience stores can help victims of 
human trafficking.

NACS Partners with IN OUR 
BACKYARD

NACS has partnered with IN OUR 
BACKYARD to play a vital role in ending 
human trafficking in America.  In Our 
Backyard’s Convenience Stores Against 
Trafficking (CSAT) program provides 
industry-specific materials and education 
on how to recognize and report human 
trafficking. CSAT raises public awareness 
of human trafficking and communicates to 
customers that the industry cares about 
those in the greatest need.

What is CSAT
Convenience Stores Against Trafficking 

(CSAT) is a program of nonprofit IN OUR 
BACKYARD, engaging the convenience 

and petroleum industries to play a vital 
role in the fight against human trafficking. 
CSAT equips convenience stores with 
employee training to recognize human 
trafficking and provides materials to post 
in stores.

CSAT partners with c-store retailers, 
petroleum marketers, state associations, 
and industry suppliers in more than 
40 states, representing nearly 13,000 
locations.

Free Human Trafficking 
Awareness Training

Convenience Stores Against Trafficking 
(CSAT) and Ready Training Online (RTO) 
have collaborated to release a free, 
comprehensive program that includes 
the human trafficking awareness training 
module Community Heroes: C-Stores 
Stop Human Trafficking. The e-learning 
module was designed to teach employees 
how to recognize the signs of human 
trafficking and how to respond when 
trafficking is suspected. Training is a 
crucial step in turning awareness into 
action and making a real difference in 

people’s lives. Ready Training Online, 
through a partnership with In Our 
Backyard, is pledging its commitment to 
help end human trafficking. 

About IN OUR BACKYARD
IN OUR BACKYARD, a national 501(c)

(3) nonprofit known for its anti-trafficking 
work surrounding the past nine Super 
Bowls and for the critically acclaimed 
book by Founder and Executive Director 
Nita Belles: In Our Backyard: Human 
Trafficking in America and What We Can 
Do to Stop It. 

In Our Backyard -- Convenience Stores Against 
Trafficking

The following is a paid advertisement

Contact Kirby Selman
Mobile: 832.390.7308

E-Mail: : Kirby.selman@bordendairy.com

A WINNING COMBINATION!
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Industry News

Data Highlights Important Relationship 
Between C-stores & Tobacco

LAS VEGAS — Convenience stores 
and gas stations remain the go-to place 
for consumers to buy tobacco products. 
Even as cigarette volumes continue 
to notch traditional declines, other 
segments are picking up the slack.

As shown this week during the 
National Association of Tobacco Outlets' 
(NATO) Industry Outlook, held at 
TPE 2019, the data speaks for itself. 
Seventy-one percent of U.S. tobacco 
sales go through the convenience and 
gas channel, according to presenter 
Don Burke, senior vice president of 
Management Science Associates Inc. 
(MSA).

This number pushes convenience 
well beyond other conventional classes 
of trade. Tobacco outlets account for 

By Melissa Kress - 02/12/2019

8 percent of all U.S. tobacco sales, 
drugstores 2 percent, and dollar stores 
also 2 percent. MSA's numbers are 
based on wholesale shipment to retail 
data through December 2018 across 
nearly 300,000 stores.

This is not to say tobacco sales 
haven't stumbled a bit. The overall 
nicotine category dipped 1.4 percent 
in the convenience channel for the 52 
weeks ending fourth-quarter 2018 vs. 
the 52 weeks ending fourth-quarter 
2017. Tobacco outlets and drug also saw 
declines, while dollar grew 10.7 percent.

More dollar stores are adding tobacco 
to their merchandise mix, driving the 
increase, Burke noted, citing that roughly 
21 percent of dollar stores are carrying 
tobacco today.

He also explained that dollar stores 
have about three times the number of 
locations of tobacco outlets and although 
the dollar channel is still getting its feet 
wet in the tobacco category, it will be a 
strong competitor once it finds the ideal 
product mix.

Cigarette declines may be driving the 
slip in c-stores, but large cigars, snus 
and vapor products are ticking up — 
or more than ticking up in the case of 
large cigars, which are up 9.2 percent in 
convenience and gas.

"Convenience and gas is a big story 
for large cigars," Burke said.

Vapor is also a big story, with 
cartridges, disposables and kits ringing 
up increases in all traditional classes of 
trade.
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"Vapor has great growth potential, but 
keep in mind the other tobacco product 
segments that are also growing," he 
added.

SHIFTING DYNAMICS
Fellow NATO Industry Outlook 

presenter Bonnie Herzog, managing 
director of tobacco, beverage and 
convenience store research at Wells 
Fargo Securities LLC, discussed the 
declines in combustible cigarettes that 
are causing some industry investors 
— Wall Street — to grow concerned. 
However, as she sees it, the notion that 
tobacco is falling off a cliff is overblown.

In 2018, cigarette volumes were down 
by more than historical trends — typical 
declines have been between 3 percent 
and 4 percent over the past several 
years — but Herzog said the volume is 
pivoting to reduced-risk products. And 
she predicts this trend will continue.

Juul has experienced tremendous 
growth in the past year and a half, yet 
with that boost has come negative 
publicity surrounding the rise in youth 
vapor use. However, she added, "quite 
a few adults" are also using the vapor 
product.

An early believer in the potential of 
electronic cigarettes and vapor products 
to  impact the tobacco category, Herzog 
reiterated her belief that over the next 
five to 10 years, e-cigarettes, vapor 

and reduced-risk 
products will continue 
to take share in 
the overall nicotine 
business. Specifically, 
she predicts the 
segment's share to 
grow 15 percent to 20 
percent by 2023.

NUMBERS TO 
WATCH

Because the 
backbar has a 
sizeable impact on a 
convenience retailer's 
bottom line, tobacco 
sales and volume trends are important to 
watch.

However, even more important may 
be the number of proposed tobacco 
measures at the local, state and federal 
levels.

Megan Shea, a local consultant 
with NATO, explained that 18 
states are currently "really active" in 
introducing tobacco proposals at the 
local, county and state levels. She 
pointed to California, Minnesota and 
Massachusetts, as well as emerging 
states like Illinois and New York.

"These ordinances start small but get 
bigger and bigger in terms of impact on 
the tobacco industry," Shea said.

Some other notable numbers in the 

2019 legislative agenda are:
•   14: As of early February, 14 states 

have introduced some type of 
cigarette/OTP tax bill.

•   2: The tax increase proposals in two 
states, North Dakota and Wyoming, 
that have been defeated. 

•   13: Roughly 13 states have 
e-cigarette and vapor tax bills on 
their agenda.

•   4: Four states are eyeing cigar tax 
bills.

•   20-plus: More than 20 states are 
considering raising the minimum 
legal age to buy tobacco products.

TPE 2019, traditionally the first 
tobacco show of the year, is taking place 
at the Las Vegas Convention Center 
Feb. 11-13. 

The following is a paid advertisement

Industry News

Please contact Saman Distributors LLC
for your snack and candy needs at (323) 786-7865
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Government Relations

Austin, Texas – In the Capitol in 
Austin, legislation has been filed 
that would address the gathering, 
holding, and selling of private data of 
individual persons.  Authored by State 
Representative Giovanni Capriglione 
(R–Southlake), the bill seeks to place 
guardrails on how entities collect and 
use private information.  Consider the 
following two disasters: 
  In 2017, the sensitive personal 

information of 143 million American 
consumers was exposed in a data 
breach at Equifax, a major credit 
reporting agency.  The hackers 
accessed people’s names, Social 
Security numbers, birth dates, 
addresses, and driver’s license 
numbers.  

  In 2018, Marriott disclosed that 
hackers accessed the personal 
information of hundreds of millions 
of consumers who had stayed in the 
hotel chain’s properties since 2014.  
The exposure included approximately 
5.25 million unencrypted passport 
numbers were included, 20.3 million 
encrypted passport numbers, and 8.6 
million encrypted credit or debit card 
numbers.  

Your GHRA government relations staff 
discussed the matter with Representative 
Capriglione.  The problem, he says, is 
much broader than breaching information 
held by data collectors.  Intentionally 
and by design, data collectors gather 
information, make assumptions, and 
sell the reformed information to third 
parties.  When using an app or website, 
people click on the privacy agreement 
acknowledgement, but do not read 

St. Rep. Giovanni Capriglione and GHRA Counsel Steve Koebele.

the actual terms of the agreement.  
Capriglione read one of the agreements 
and was shocked.  He noted, “They 
are reading every transaction in a 
bank checking account.”  Capriglione 
asked, “Why are they keeping all of this 
information – passports and much more?” 

Citing legislation in a 2018 California 
bill, he said that the legislature “went 
too far.”  He added Texas needs:  (1) 
“something reasonable that is both 
consumer and business friendly;” and (2) 
“reasonable standards that serve as a 
‘safe harbor’ for businesses.”  Capriglione 
asserts that his bill will harmonize with 
existing federal laws and other regulatory 
frameworks.  He says that it is “a massive 
challenge” to properly define “data” and 
“personally identifying information.”  To 
further see the problem, he suggested 

inserting the following search terms into 
Google:  “How to download my data.”  
Capriglione noted, “I’m not trying to create 
lawsuits.”  However, the bill includes civil 
penalties, a role for the state Attorney 
General, and a capped fine.  

This evolving area of public policy 
includes troubling aspects that are 
difficult to fix.  A solution may escape 
the legislature this year and require 
revisiting in the future.  The legislature 
will be engaged in deeper analysis and 
deliberation.   

As always, the Board of Directors and 
professional staff at GHRA will closely 
monitor new laws, policies, and other 
matters that are of interest to you. 

Government Relations:  News Update
By Steve Koebele – Attorney & Government Relations Counsel
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Education
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GETTING TO THE CORE

Want to collaborate and share expertise with your 
peers? The Council of Retail Experts (CORE) is an 
exclusive network of convenience store retail leaders 
who do just that. For more information on how to 
join CORE, please visit www.cvcoreinsights.com. 

Survey respondents sourced via ProdegeMR,  
reinventing the market research process by 
taking a respondent first approach. Visit 
prodegemr.com/ensembleiq for more info. 

How C-stores Need to Adapt 
Research sheds light on what’s most important  
in the convenience shopping experience

Today’s consumers are a demanding bunch. They want attractive prices, high 
product quality, a curated product selection, a clean store, and friendly and 
helpful employees — all in a quick trip. But are some of these attributes more 
important than others? EIQ Research Solutions, sister company of Convenience 
Store News, surveyed convenience store shoppers to determine the strengths 
and weaknesses of varying store types, and understand what the convenience 
channel needs to do in order to compete and win against other retail types.
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Key Takeaway
Price is often misunderstood, as price can be a barrier to purchase, but is rarely a driver in customer experience. Friendly and helpful 
employees who keep the store organized and clean, however, are a low-cost method to provide a positive shopping experience. 

Key Takeaway
We can see why convenience stores have had so much success among baby boomers: they are less impacted by price, organization and 
cleanliness of stores, and place more emphasis on convenience and speed. To cater to millennials, however, more care must be placed 
on cleanliness and price to see similar success with younger shoppers.

The survey was conducted among 1,002 convenience store shoppers in September 2018
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TABC

TABC is launching a new mobile 
device application called TABC: 
Compliance Reporting. This application 
will allow your business to quickly 
conduct its required annual inspection 
from a mobile device in lieu of an on-site 
inspection by TABC.

The app is set to launch in late 
February or early March for use 
by licensed/permitted businesses 
in the retail tier , with upper tier 
businessesbeing phased in thereafter. 

When the app is launched for use 
by your business, you’ll receive a 
notification from TABC with information 
on how to get started.

Beginning September 1, 2019, use 
of the app to complete and submit 
an annual compliance report will be 
mandatory. We highly recommend that 
your business begin using the app upon 
the initial launch while use of the app is 
still voluntary. 

TABC: Compliance Reporting
By  Ready Convenience

The following is a paid advertisement
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Marketing

Transitioning Your Retail Store from Winter 
to Spring

Winter has 
finally 
come to 

an end and the sun 
is shining bright, 
which means it’s 
time to get your 
store ready for 
spring! Customers 
are looking for 
products  to 
brighten their day, 

which means it’s time for you as a c-store 
operator to make the seasonal transition 
from winter to spring which will result 
in more in-store traffic along with more 
sales! 

Spring is typically known for a time 
to spring clean, tidying up homes, 
wardrobes, work space and businesses. 
You can use this time to offer a fresh look 
at products that will allow shoppers to get 
their spring-time necessities. 

Here are a few ways you can easily 
make the transition between the two 
seasons by sprucing up your store 
inventory to maximize your sales: 

Clean: we’re not talking about a quick 
dust off from shelves and products, 
but to fully clean off shelves, displays, 
mop, sweep and dusting every nook. 
Winter brings in dirt, dust, and other 
grimes that hide away in corners and 
rest on displays. Take advantage of the 
longer days! You want to get in those 
hard-to-reach areas so your store has a 

clean slate. You can even host a spring 
cleaning party after hours for your staff. 
Provide snacks and drinks and allow 
them to dress in comfortable attire. Add 
some music and make the cleaning 
process fun! 

Remove and Rearrange: This is the 
time to get rid of winter inventory. Get 
creative and move things around in your 
store. Place all of the winter inventory on 
discounted prices and let your customers 
know where to find these items in the 
store. You can move your displays that 
carry spring novelty items and summer 
essentials near the cash register. Get 
creative and change the layout of 
your store. This will provide a different 
atmosphere for your customers. You can 
also use this to monitor your customer’s 
reaction to the arrangement of the store 
along with your weekly sales. 

Create: Springtime offers the brightest 
color palette’ that make you feel 
refreshed. Using spring time colors, you 
can create signage and creative displays 
to welcome your customers. If your store 
features winter displays, customers will 
pass it by in favor of a more fun and 
spring oriented store.  

Theme: Each season brings upon 
celebrations, holidays and events within 
our local area. Think of the events 
happening and decorate your store 
accordingly. In the spring time, we have 
celebrations like St. Patty’s day, Spring 

Hamna Siddiqi
GHRA Marketing Assistant 

Break, Easter, and local events like The 
Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo. 
Be sure to have the right products for 
your customers along with creating a 
theme that will help them connect to the 
community.  

Train: Once you’ve cleaned your store, 
removed and rearranged store layout 
along with removing inventory that is 
no longer needed, it’s time to train your 
employees about new products that have 
been procured and their exact locations. 
This small action will help the staff be 
prepared to answer customer questions 
and recommend introductory products. 

Transitioning your retail setting from 
winter to spring doesn’t have to be 
challenging or expensive. Moving existing 
products and presenting fresh displays 
can make a huge difference to customers 
along with your staff. Take this time to 
implement these tips and you’ll be on 
your way to a spring filled with sales!  

GHRA Warehouse and Distribution 
Center has all of your spring and summer 
essentials. From sunscreen lotions, OFF 
Bug Sprays to Rodeo Round-up novelty 
items, we’re created a one-stop shop for 
all of our members. Be sure to check our 
weekly new items announcement in your 
e-mail to get insights on what’s new at 
the warehouse along with hot promotional 
items! Be sure to check the GHRA App 
for product updates and monthly deals! 
Stay tuned for more with GHRA! 

The following is a paid advertisement

Featured Service Providers



Welcome
On behalf of the board of directors and staff at GHRA, 

please welcome our newest members as of March 2019:

New Member Introductions

Members

QUIK FOOD STORE
CHEVRON TRUCK STOP

TIDWELL SWIFT
AMIGO MART

CYPRESSWOOD SPEEDEXX
TEJAS MARKET BRYAN

CHEVRON HWY 6
AM PM EXPRESS

DANNY'S FOOD MART
PITSTOP

RACEWAY # 6782
FM FOOD MART LLC

SEAWALL GROCERIES
ALWAYS MARKET

BEAUMONAT CHEVRON
SPEEDY EXPRESS # 37

EASY STOP FOOD MART
IN N OUT MART

DAVES EXPRESS # 2
24 SEVEN # 35

B & J FOOD MART
FUEL EXPO # 10

V STOP 3
DELTA FOOD MART

SHOP N GO
DOWNTOWN FOOD & FUEL MART
SUNSHINE FOOD MART-VALERO

EVERGREENS FOOD MART
SHOP N GO

The following is a paid advertisement

$1.89 Flamin’ Hot Nacho 
Doritos, Doritos Dinamita, 

Turbos Flamas
*Place on All-In-One Rack*
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 All-in-one Rack
XXVL

 Prepacked 
Weekender



CALL MOIZ MERCHANT TODAY FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE AT 
281-295-5380

Cell: 832-283-4246
Fax: 1-888-506-6022

Property,  Liabil i ty,  Workman’s Comp, Underground Tank,
Flood,  Windstorm and Many more

LOCATED INSIDE GHRA OFFICE
12790 SOUTH KIRKWOOD RD HOUSTON TEXAS, 77477

COMMERCIAL HOME AUTO

YOU WILL BE PLEASED WITH OUR SERVICE AND PRODUCTS, SO CALL 
US TODAY

GHRA MAIN OFFICE
12790 South Kirkwood Rd. 
Stafford, TX 77477 
Ph. 281.295.5300
Fax. 281.295.5399

GHRA WAREHOUSE 
7110 Bellerive Dr.
Houston, TX 77036 

Ph. 281.295.5333 
Fx. 281.295.5347
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www.ghraonline.com

Poster #1:
16oz Monster Cans

Poster #2:
12oz Bai Bottles

Poster #3:
1--Liter Brisk Bottles

Spanner Board:
20oz Dr Pepper Bottles

COMING UP: 
APRIL PROMOTIONS


